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CHAPTER-VII
RABINDRANATH TAGORE AN-D THE AESTHETIC
IMAGINATION
As one mode of access to the aesthetic life and work of
Ranbindranath Tagore, recent studies have focused on the nature and
role of the creative personallity : personality brings to expressive
consciousness relatinships with reality. On the basis of Tagore's notion
of personality as

II

the principle of uninterrupted relationship, 1

II

this

notion of artistic· endeavormay be expressed as the modulation of
relationships brought to consciousness through the personality of the
artist. 2 Within this context, R. D. Bhattacharya speaks of the artist's
voluntary surrender to nescient or unconscious creative forces within
the personality. 3 Although the category of personality has permitted a
fruitful! exploratio, it may be that the category of imagination can provide
a more revealing focus to examine the aesthetic life in Tagore. The
Bengali poet employed both imagination and personality to account
for what he was doing as a poet. 4
IMAGINATION

.Tag ore has an acute sense of the correlation of phenomena, one
sign of a highly developed aesthetic imagination. He claims that the
imagination has taken a greater leap forward in the course of histor
than the development of human reasoning. 5 Reflecting on the work of
imagination, he writes

:II

This play is your destiny. 116 Imagination plays

a far more important role in literary creation than either the canons of
aesthetic realism of formalism. Like so many Bengali contemporaries,
he rejected traditional Indian aesthetic theory as mere formalism. The
imagination, he obsserves seeks release from a world of forms and
facts. Nor is Tagore a realist articulation of the imagination employs,
rather simplistically the metaphor of a mirror reflecting what is initially
perceived. A mor-e sohisticated understanding emerged once he
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of the object reaches past the limitation of the self and objective forms.
Tag ore began to write verse at the age of 5, song at the age of 15, and he
took up painting at the age of 60, Drama, fictionand essay were dispersed
somewhat equally throughout his life : letters were his most prolific genre of
creative expression. From imagination operates with varying degrees of intensity,
range and creativity. Different levels of imagination are operative. The range of
intensities in Tagore's poetry warrant this judgement as do his achievements in
song, drama, story and novel, and painting. I delineate, in this discussion, two
levels of imaginations, which I call the expressive imagination and the
constitutive imagination, in order to examine more precisely the operation of
aesthetic creation. 14 I sharply differentiate these two levels of imagination only
for the sake of exploration as a heuristic tool, I do not see them as dixcrete or
separable operations. They are complementary operations, which in fact, ar
more holistic than analysis permits. These two levels of imagination, I maintain
are both thoroughly religious and aesthetic. My assumption is that experience
which transcends self and brings to life a new dimentsion of self is both religious
and aesthetic. With this assumption Tagore is in basic agreement.
THE EXPRESSIVE IMAGINATION :THE FIRST LEVEL
The expressive imagination is that mental equipment which perceives and
expresses the relational dimensions of reality in so far as these submit
themselves to consciousness. The objects of perception come from the conscious
world of nature, other human beings, the god of theism, the vision of personal
man. 15 The expressive imagination has for its horizon time and space; it seeks
durative time but most frequently perceives and images punctual time. It has
the capacity of image through the power of aesthetic sense and perception.
Tagore understands aesthetic sense in the context of the life of the
emotions. " Creative expressions attain their perfect form through emotions
modulated", he writes. 16 Emotion is inclusive of the affective, cognitive and
conatve senses. 17 It is the principal instrument for personal integration and
harmonization. Tagore employes many words to clarfy his understandking of
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emotions: feeling; instuition; affection such as love; the instinct to recall past
images. 1a He sometimes uses a Bengali word anubhuti, which means to grow
into conformity wit~ an object. On the basis of Indian aesthetic theory. Tagore
could say that the imagination operates from aesthetic sensibility( rasa) the

.

aesthetic taste of flavor, ttie aesthetic juices. 19 The artist has the capacity to
relate widely to all that stands on his conscious horizon because his aesthetic
sensibilities or rasa-s are actualized. The rasa-s extend the horizon and intensity
of emotions and feelings. Such emotion is transitive, intertional and spiritualized
in Tagore's thought: " .... to attain cosmic consiosness we have to unite our
feelings which this all pervasive feeling. In fact, the only true human progress
is coincidental with this widening of the range of feeling." 20
Early in his poetic carrer. Tagore spoke of his work in terms of feelings
which seek form. In a poem from the volume Utsarga, ha writes: " Feeling
seeks to embody itself in Form, and Form abandons itself to Feeling ....There is
eternal coming and going between form and Feeling." 21 The later poems of
Tagore, however, reveal a more traditional understanding; "Form appeared, rasa
awoka. 22 Rasa, in classical Indian aesthetic, is not emotion itself but c_omes into
existence through the emotions as a kind of resonance. 23 Tagore draws a
distinction between sense and sensibility :the senses regulate and register, so
to speak, the perception, but sensibility discovers relationship. 24 Aesthetic
sensibility, is a relational capacity which makes new vision possible. Aesthetic
sensibility summons up the vision which reasoning and intellect articulate to
the artist.25 ForTagore, literature aims at a transformation of the objective world
into the subjective world of feelings and emotions. 26 We know something because
we feel it. 27 The world of perception becomes completly ours" when it comes
within the range of our emotions. "28 Our emotions are the gastric juices which
transform the world of appearance into the more intimate world of sentiments. 29
A. K. Ramanujan and Edwin Gerow speak of rasa as " a depersonalized

condition of the self, an imaginative system of relations" 30 Rasa is a not a specific
emotion(bhava) in personal experience because all elements of particularity
are transcended. In classicalln~ian aesthetic theory, rasa is an inversion of
emotion, a universalization of emotion. 31 It is a modality of consciousness. A

i'
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theory of rasa could be culled form Tagore's understanding of the aesthetic
sense Rasa is both the starting point and the climax of art for Tagore as in
Indian theory. 32 For his the tate or flavor of the aesthetic object resonates with
the aesthetic sense of the artist. Not only does feeling seek from but form seeks
feeling. The objective world has its sensibilites which excite subjective
sensibilities. Tagore states that rasa signifies the outer juices having their
response in the inner juices of the emotions. 33 (This is not a mystical
interpenetration of subject and Object). 34 Even this capacity heightens the rasas
in the poet and ultimately raises them to a state of consciousness.
Although the expressive imagination is based upon the emotions and their
responsive correlation with phenomena, the correlation is achiveved through
the poet's instincitve ability to image. The immediacy of poetic expression is
the capacity to image. What is this capacity? Tagore is not an imitator of objects;
in fact, objects are for him only signals of lines and colors. 35 He consistently
uses two words, "lines" and "colors". to articulate the aesthetic process of
imaging:
Form appeared, rasa awoke.
Then, I know not when, by the incantion of maya.
' No' in lines, in colours,
In joy, in pain
Bloomed into 'Yes'. 36
Tagore's initial perception is a universe of lines; lines and colors evoke
harmony; lines and colors are brought to image. 37 In these terms, Tagore
suggests another way of speaking about the principle of relationship within the
human imagination. He refers to the hint of a line which an object evokes; lines,
he observes, are expressive of abstract passion namely emotion and yet
imaged. 38 The artist, as he follow:S the projection and intersection of lines and
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the flow, mingling, shading and the spectrum of colors, discovers rhythm as the
cadence of inter-relationship. 39 The cadence of lines intersecting and colors
intermingling is the image, the vision. It is a new vision at which the horizon of
objects hints but does not directly deliver. This perspective, as well, is not foreign
to Indian aesthetic theory, for rasa is both subjective experience as the emotional
content of the imagination and subjective expression(as the new image
generated in response to the taste of an eternal object). ragore's particular
contribution is to describe how this resonance takes palce: through the inherent
relatendness of lines and colors. Aesthetic perception discovers relational
structure through the disclesure of lines and colors, and aestheitic expression
· gives the new perception immediate image.
The expressive imagination is religious as well as aesthetic. It is religious
because it consists in experience which extends self, transcends self, and
possibly envisions new self. Tagore's poetry is replete with the sort of universal
expressions of religious experience that one finds in all religious poets. His
poetry also reflects the particularty of faith experience indigenous to Bengali
Vaisnava religious theism. Religious sentiment overflows in Tagore's poetry as
exuberance, joy and communion. The positve emotions andd rasas of delight,
laughter, wonder, the peaceful and theerotic are easily evoked by the expressive
imagination. His nature poetry, his potry of a living universe whth which he
experiences communion, his poetry which exhults in maysterium fascinans,
the attractive, loving, intimate god of theism; all are indicative of an imagination
w!th religious dimension. At the same time,

h!~

poetry witnesses ~o msterium

tremendum especially in poems of longing, pain, death and immortality.
THE EXPRESSIVE IMAGINATION OFTHE ARTIST.
The expressive imagination is aesthetic by nature, Yet the artist achieves
a mode of expression different from that of the non artist. Tagore speaks of the
primal imagination, which is the immediacy of perception and expression,
present in all crative life. Such expression is usually literal, even pictorial,
factually stated and. frequently oriented toward parxis. Such expression is not
aesthetic, even though the pe.rception upon which it is based may be. By
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contrast, the expressive imagination, as evidenced by Tagore, involves
perception that is expressed in language which cannot be reduced to the literal
and pictorial.
Limitations exist on this level of imagination. Neither the human personality
nor the imagination is transformed in any definitive way. For the artist usually
retains conscious control of the imagination. Tagore· himself is a disciplined
poet. dramatist and story teller. Regardless of the comparative freedom of
expression he brough to fruition in Bengali literature, aesthetic discipline did
set boundaries for his aesthetic epression. Moreover, the imagination at this
level remains subject to time and space in as much as relationships are
perceived and expresssed at this level in spatial and temporal terms. The
expressive imagination is partitive not only in expression, as it must be, but
also in prior perception.lt has been remarked thatTagore goes over to god only
intermittently: his poetry exhibits a back and forth movement form nature to
iniverse, from universe to god, from god to the human community, in repeated
circles. 40 There is no sustained perception in much to Tagore's poetry in any one
of these movements. This is typical of the exp.ressive imagination and of its
fun dation in a partitive perception of reality, for the imagination involves punctual
time and only infrequently attains perception of durative tim.e. In this, the most
significant limitation of the expressive imagination, namely its inability to
reconstitute reality in any definitive sense. is highlighted.
· Tagore does not duplicate the aesthetic process described by
Abhinavagupta, who is somewhat typical of Indian aesthetic theory. For this
1Oth century kashmir Saiva, art is the centering of self consciousness, a
centripetal endeavour, while fo Tagore it is more an intensification and expansion
of world consciousness, a centrifugal endeavor.
ForTagore, the object is brought into the vision of the greater self through
the self's own surplus. This explains the triadic relation in the aesthetic process,
previously noted in Tagore's Aes~hetic whereby the subjective realization of an
eternal object becomes the medium for the imagination to construct a new object.
The experience of the artist for Abhinavagupta is a sense of self as object,
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while forTagore, the artist personalizes the object as self. 41 Abhinavagupta
forges a psychological and analytical approach in the formation of the aesthetic
personality; Tagore, obviously influenced by the British Romanticists, at least
with respect to hi~ level of imagination, takes a naturalistic, humanistic and
basically sensualist approach in the groth of the aesthetic personality.

The Constitutive Imagination :The Second Level.'
The constitutive imagination is that mental equipment which perceives
and expresses the relational dimensions of reality which submit themselves
to both consciousness and the unconscious. Here perception angages not
only the conscious world but also the world of unconscious. The horizon of
time and space is crossed in durative experience. The constitutive imagination
transforms the personality in a definitive way because the imagination controls
the artist. In such a situation the imagination is constitu~ive of reality. while
itself being guided by a principle of nescient and unconscious forces.
According to R. D. Bhattacharya, the artist surrenders to unconscious forces
within the world of maya. 42 As an additional factor, I would maintain that the
poet especially surrenders to hidden forces within himself.
Tagore was not unaware of the unconscious and its effect upon his work
as artist Art has its impulse " in the subsoil of consciousness, where things
that are of life are nourished in the dark. "43 He observes that "the work of creation
does on unconsciously." 44 The unconscious prosesses a tendency, a direction
of its own :"All our literature, all our music and fine arts are tending toward the
True, whether consciously or unconsciously." 45 In a moment of philosophical
reflection. Tagore is aware of the unconscious impinging upon his conscious
life as the self spreads its roots in the unconscious self. 46

"

Consiously or

unconsciously we have in our life this feeling of truth. 47 R. D. Bhattacharya has
reconstructed Tagore's notion of the human person and god in terms of this
arena of experience. 48 Bhattacharya calls Tagore a mayagogi because the poet
experiences maya wich holds both conscious and hidden realities. 49 In a poem
titled "A Picture", he writes :
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I have drawn you ........
From the depths of the voiceless ...
I have brought you into the world of lines. 50
Emotions still supply the content of the constitutive imagination, but here
the artist's surrender to emotion is comprehensive and unrestricted. The rasas or aesthetic sensibilities are permitted full releases. Feeling states of sorrow,
fear, disquiet and severty arouse the aesthetic states of sorrow, fear, disquiet
and severty arouse the aesthetic states, states of consciousness, with rasa-s
expressive of the pathetic, the furious and the malevolent. This does not exclude
the emergence and the interplay of positive feelings and rasa states which are
given greater expressive freedom at_this level of imagination. The surrender to
emotions ocours with a fullness not previously achieved. There is an ingathering
of the whole range of rasa-s which is not evident in the expressive imagination.
The rasa-s operate as pores of the unconscious. We detect this especially
in Tagore's painting and deawings which frequently evidence negative rasaas but result in expreiences of extraordinary freedom.lt may be thatTagore
experienced greater freedom in fictional creation, since he lived for long periods
of time with the characters of his stories who became part of he is everyday
life, and also in his paintings, where he realised the unconscious upon canvas,
then he was able to achieve in poetic creation. Freedom did not necessarily
result from the mere unleashing of the unconscious or the the negative, but
from the greater synthesis and fuller integration which this made possible. The
unconscious became a positive and creative force.
Surrender to emotions and surrender to hidden or even suppressed
feelings serve than as the stuff out of which the imagination operates at this
level. The principle of relatedness still centres perception and expression. One
?omes to the discovery of lines and colors, employing Tagor.e's terms, as they
spring form unconscious. His analysis of the imaging proscess is mot explicit
as he reflects on his paintings and drawings. His pictures, he observes did not
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come from aesthetic discipline but from the instinct for the rhythm of lines and
colors. 51 There is something unpredictable and spontaneous in the origin of his
2000 paintings, all completed in the last 20 years of his life. Poetry, he writes,
can be traced back to a dim thought but painting is unpredictable, sometimes
even emering out of doodlings. 52 In the origin of his pictures, there was but the
hint of line, the allusion of color; the hint of line gave way to form and form gave
way to a picture. 53 Tagore had not preconceived subject for his paintings as he
did for his poems and prose. 54 For example, woman is frequent subject of his
paintings, a subject whose doubtful source he traces even in poetry :
The tame, lifeless girl
Came out of the the dark corner
A woman unveiled,
OJarati
I have seen your picture in my heart .....
I have seen you on the last shore of Being
In the night. .... 56
Such lines seem more abstract for the emotion from which they spring
was more universalized. Still, he could say, "lines crowd upon lines."" lines
-.
have got the better of me." 57 Although the principle of relatedness operates in
all his creative work, the origin of the lines and colors in Tagore's paintings
were unknown to him. As he surrenders to feelings and emotions, a flood of
rasa-s some even undefinable, gave birth to lines and colors on the conscious
level. This implies a radically new process of aesthetic perception in which the
artist's own emotional state is not necessarily relating to a world of objects, but
one in which feelings give rise to hidden forces released from the unconscious
and expressed by the poet or ar~ist in '!\'Ord and picture.
Complementarity of Expressive and Constitutive Imagination : ·
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Tagore's personality supports the complementarity of the expressive and
constitutive imagination. His creative. life has been described as an attempt to
transcend the alienated self. 58 The human person is disclosed in creativity in so
far as the alienated self is transcended in the aesthetic comprehension of the
unity and fullness of existence. ForTagore alienation is the fundamental human
predicament amply witnessed in his writing and perso.nal history, 59 and only the
aesthetic processcan resolve this condition. His final poems are bound up with
death and loneliness of human existance, in melancholy, and even in terror
and awe; for in releasing such feeling and in the enjoyment in the fact of release,
he discovers freedom. Freedom and joy are uniquely conjoined in the
complementarity of the expressive and constitutive imagination. 60
The best place in which to examine the constitutive imagination in seven
decades of creatve work may be Tagore's own analysis of his drawings and
paintings. He speaks poignantly of 'the sadness of lost meaning'. 61 He points to
" the phantoms of faces that come unbidden into my vacant hours", the univited
faces," the fragments of forms", what cover his canvas. 62 Indian aesthetic
theorists have commented on the sad, distorted faces, the unearthly animals
crying in pain, that he dreq. 63 A despondency and anguish starkly surface in his
paintings. This is not to discount many impressionist painting of joyful
abandonment. Almost as an aplogy for his efforts, he refers to his pictures as
"the unconscious courage of the unsophisticated, like that of one who walks in
dreams on a perilous path, who is saved only because he is blind to the risk." 64
The constitutive imaginatio, like its expressive counterpart, is· religious as
well as aesthetic. As religious it offers a capacity for self-transcendence and
for non-attachment to the world of forms. Self transcendence, non attachment
and integration reach fullness at his level of imagination. 65 The experience is
religious because the restructuring of the human personality is holistic and
radical. Tagore's conception of universal man, which I maintain is beyond the
god of theism, embraces the full actualization of human predicates a
depossibilities an~ is generated from the constitutive imagination. ·His essays
on universal man follw the Gitanjali trilogy, which I suggest is a prelude to a
more radical self transcendence, non-attachment and integration expressed in
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later p.oems and paintings. There is a marked change in !agore in the final
period, the last 20 years, of his life. He is less idealistic, less exuberant, less
contained by hsi own aesthetic conons. He writes more prose-poems; more
everyday themes appear. He travels more widely; he ontinually changes
residence, he begins to paint. Universal man becomes a persistent horizon in
Tagore experience and art in the final years of the life.
The constitutive imagination is aesthetic because expression is highly
figurative, impressionistic and suggestive. Its freedom expresses purpose more
than enjoyment. Artistic expression springing from the constitutive imagination,
is not easily shareable - a possible point of contact with all higher forms of
religious poetry and prose among world mystics and religious thinkers. Tagore's
paintings and drawing did not engage is broad audience. It should be recalled
that he did not intend to publish the Gitanjali trilogy for he did not find it
shareable, and only atrucated version of the original won for this the Nobel
prize in 1913. The constitutive imagination is aesthetic but its expression may
not be judged necessarily aesthetic according to a9cepted canons of art. The
non-artist,expresses even this level of imagination in the language of fact,
literalism and realism in order to bring the perception to greater intelligibility.
The artist, however, revelling in new found freedom of expression is supremely
impressionistic and suggestive.
lmagin.ation as constitutive of Reality:

The most signiicant aspect to this levels of imagination is its constitutive
role. It probes a subconscious world, a world brought only bliquely to
consciousness, a world realized through imagination. Just as the expressive
imagination unveils mysterium fascinans and tremendum, so too the constitutive
imagination brings into creative dialectic the unfolding of consciousness and
the unconscious. Perception is constituted by the work of the imagination. The
poet establishes being by images and words. In this s·ense, the poetic
imagination is constitutive of the true, the real. For Tagore art does not merely
strive to mirror the imagination in present time but in all time, for the creatve
imagination perceives and attempts to express durative time, a time beyond
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place, space, and particularized horizs.
What gives validity to this level of imagination ? Validity does not depend
upon the aesthetic work for such may even be artistically inferior. Rather, the
power of the imagination validates itself. The constitutive imagination transforms
personality in so basic and complete a fashion that it is self- authenticating. It
may bring a momentry end to phenomenology (that is, perception of phenomena
possible or actual) for constitutive systerium becomes the source of both
perception and expression. Something beyond consciousness establishes
consciousness in relationship, and when it is perceived consciousness is
plenary.
Constitutive imagination enjoys the interplay of driverse perception
because the surrender to feelings releases the unconscious.
Expression remains partitive but the prior aesthetic synthesis is unitive.
Thus, Tagore has been described as many poets in one.

The

constitutive imagination also enjoys the interplay of mysterium
tremendum and fascinans. The result is a integral and synthetic
experience of the sacred. Finally, the constitutive imagination enjoys
the interplay of joy and freedom because the imagination controls the
artist. Buddhadeve Bose commets that Tagore let words possession
of him insted of acting as their master. Aesthetic discipline does not
restrain the imagination; rather the constitutive imagination requires a
new aesthetic for itself.
From the perspective of the canons of set aesthetic discipline,
the constitutive imagination may still produce an inferior work of art.
This may the case with Tagore himself; his own more disciplined poetry,
where aesthetic discipine controlled his imagination, is his best. yet
one could conclude that what results from the constitutive imagination
is art of greater freedom and creativity. The Indian aesthetic of poetry
has delineated three grades of creativity. all dependent upon the notion
of aesthetic suggestion(dhyani), the goal of aesthetic expression. In this
framework, the hightst form of creative poetry is when the unspoken part, the
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suggestive (dhvani) dominates the work; a second grade of poetry exists when
the suggestive element plays a lesser role; and a third grade of poetry, the lowest
type of poetic expression, places importance solely upon the beauty of
language, form and external elaboration. Applying these norms to Tager's poetry,
prose and painting, the suggestive element would on occasion dominate
examples form each genre of his work. It is my judg~ment, however that the
first level of aesthetic creativity prevails in most ofTagore's paintings and
drawings. Aesthetic suggestio, more that form and matter, line and color, marks
his canvasses.
The constitutive imagination provokes a greater understanding ofTagore
-

.

as an aesthetic personality. The human person is actualized through holistic
experience. Full humanization occurs through the experiences of the creative
artist. R.D. Bhattacharya describes the artist, in the Tagoreac sense, as one
whose unconscious self is as equally potent and directve as the conscious
self. The creativity of the supreme artist, I maintain, unfolds especially within
the abstruse operation of the constitutive imagination.
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